Introduction
• Hypotension is common in preterm infants
• It is less common is term infants • There is no standard definition of hypotension • Maintaining effective blood pressure is critical • Untreated hypotension is associated with:
• Significant morbidity • Significant mortality
Neonatal Hypotension
• Neonatal hypotension is a complex issue
• Hypotension by itself is not a pathologic condition • It can be caused by several issues: • There is no consistent evidence • There are no "treatable" BP numbers • The most accepted definition is:
• The point at which autoregulation is lost 
Pathophysiology of Hypotension
• Blood pressure is affected by several factors
• Structure and function of myocardium • Ability of heart to pump blood • Elasticity of blood vessels • Circulating blood volume • Circulating blood viscosity • The autonomic nervous system is important
• In maintaining adequate organ perfusion • The hemodynamic changes during transition are important • Specific factors contributing to hypotension include:
• Immature myocardium  decreased contractility • Immature heart has less contractility • Immature heart cannot increase cardiac output • Transition from fetal circulation  increased SVR
• Maladaptation can easily occur • Immature heart cannot overcome resistance 
